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Abstracts: The structural characteristics of recycled aggregate concrete and its damage mechanism have
been analyzed in this paper. The recycled aggregate has been classified into three types through particle
shaping and then frost resistance property of recycled concrete with different cement volume has been
analyzed through the test. According to the test results, frost resistance property of the recycled concrete is
C >B >A, therefore, particle shaping can obviously improve quality and durability of the recycled coarse
aggregate.

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of the society and the
reconstruction of the infrastructure, the demand for
concrete is increasing, and the treatment of a large number
of demolished building wastes will bring some harm to the
environment. According to the conservative estimation,
annual average output for waste concrete in China is about
100,000,000 tons. In addition to a small amount of concrete
recycled to non-bearing structure such as subgrade base,
the vast majority of concrete has been backfilled or piled up,
which will pollute the environment and waste resources [1].
Besides, annual average production of concrete in China
has been up to 1.5 to 2 billion cubic meters and quantity
demanded for sand and gravel aggregate has exceeded 10
billion tons [2]. The exhaustive exploitation for sand and
gravel has resulted in landslide and diversion of riverbed
and damaged sustainable development of ecological
environment in native area of the aggregate. Besides, the
high-quality and natural aggregate (river sand and grait) has
been exhausted in some regions. Looking for source of
replaceable aggregate, disposing waste concrete and
maintaining sustainable development of the environment
have attracted more people to study recycling of the waste
concrete.
Therefore, this paper put forward the basic idea of
recycled aggregate concrete, and hopes to replace partially
ordinary concrete with recycled aggregate concrete. It can
not only meet the social needs, but also reduce the harm to
the environment and realize the recycling of resources, and
recycled aggregate concrete research also become the focus
of social research nowadays. However, due to the large
amount of old adhered mortar in recycled aggregate, it has
certain defects in mechanical properties compared with
ordinary concrete [3-5].At present, the processing mechanism
of recycled aggregate concrete technology is not perfect,

and there are many bottlenecks that need to be broken in
order to improve various mechanical performance indexes.
All of these limit the development of recycled aggregate
concrete to a large extent. So far, recycled aggregate
concrete has been mostly used in some non-load-bearing
components or road surfaces. The study on the damage
mechanism and modification method of recycled aggregate
concrete are of great significance for improving the
destructive of recycled aggregate concrete and strengthen
its application in engineering.
According to the related research, it is found that either
the tensile failure or the compression failure of the recycled
aggregate concrete is manifested by the fracture of the old
adhered mortar and the interface transition zone. The initial
micro cracks in the process are usually first appeared in the
interface transition zone, and then extend to the mortar area.
Therefore, the interface transition zone is the weakest link
of recycled aggregate concrete, and the main factor causing
this phenomenon is the existence of old mortar. To a large
extent, the old mortar influences the difference in quantity,
distribution and performance of interface transition zone. In
recent years, many scholars have done research on recycled
aggregate concrete, and have made a series of research
achievements in improving the performance of recycled
aggregate and the strength of recycled aggregate concrete.
This paper will sort out and summarize these achievements
in order to further expand and improve the regenerative
aggregate concrete damage machine. It provides a
reference for the research work of theory and modification.

2 Mechanism of improving failure
performance of recycled aggregate
concrete
The failure of recycled aggregate concrete block is mainly
caused by tensile failure and compression failure.
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2.1 Tensile failure
At present, there are not many researches on the tensile
failure of recycled aggregate concrete. In terms of its failure
form, the failure surface of recycled aggregate concrete is
mainly the fracture of mortar. Secondly, the interfacial
transition zone between natural aggregate and new mortar
or old mortar is damaged, while the fracture of recycled
aggregate is relatively less. Existing studies show that the
tensile strength of recycled aggregate concrete is related to
many factors, such as replacement rate, mix ratio and
water-cement ratio. The split tensile test of Tabsh et al.[6]
shows that the splitting tensile strength of recycled
aggregate concrete is related to the mixing ratio of recycled
aggregate concrete, which is generally 10%~25% lower
than that of ordinary concrete. Ikeda et al.[7-8] found that the
tensile strength of recycled aggregate concrete was 6%~10%
lower than that of ordinary concrete, Sageo-Crent-sil et al.[9]
test show that The ratio between tensile strength and
compressive strength of recycled aggregate concrete is
slightly higher than that of ordinary concrete, Gupta[10] test
find when water-cement ratio is low, the tensile strength of
recycled aggregate concrete is lower than normal concrete,
and water cement ratio is high, the tensile strength of
recycled aggregate concrete is higher than that of ordinary
concrete.
2.2 Compression failure
As compression is the main performance of concrete, it is
common to study the compressive failure and compressive
strength of recycled aggregate concrete. The researches of
Jianzhuang Xiao et al,[11] show that the compressive
strength of recycled aggregate concrete is closely related to
the replacement rate, water-cement ratio and age, etc., and
the failure surface of recycled aggregate concrete basically
starts from the bond failure between coarse aggregate and
hydrogels. Xu-ping Li[12] research on mechanical
performance of recycled aggregate concrete suggests that
modulus of elasticity of recycled aggregate concrete is
lower than the ordinary concrete and peak strain and
brittleness are bigger than the ordinary concrete, and the
failure form of prism is longitudinal splitting under uniaxial
compression. Xuebing Zhang et al.[13] prove that
water-cement ratio have a great influence on compressive
strength of recycled aggregate concrete with different
mixing ratios. Throughout the existing studies, the
compressive failure of recycled aggregate concrete test
blocks is mainly caused by oblique cracks, and a few of
them are caused by local crushing. Most of the fracture
surfaces of recycled aggregate concrete are old mortar
fracture and interface transition zone failure, namely
interface transition zone between natural aggregate and
new mortar or old mortar.

original aggregate and hardened cement paste is the
largest defect inside the complex and has important
influences on mechanical property and durability of the
recycled concrete. Actually, concrete is a composite
material which is formed by the aggregate (coarse
aggregate + fine aggregate) uniformly distributed in
cement paste, the aggregate is non-continuous reinforced
phase and cement paste is continuous basis material
phase (medium) [14-15]. The concrete interface includes
coarse aggregate-cement mortar interface and fine
aggregate-cement mortar interface. The interface in
concrete is a loosened and porous structure, in which
massive enrichment and orientation of Ca(OH)2 exists.
Therefore, it is the weakest part in concrete and has
obvious influences on mechanical property and
durability [16]. Due to large surface area of the coarse
aggregate, the interface between coarse aggregate and
cement paste will generate large-scale structural defect,
therefore, its damage effect on concrete property is
greatly larger than structural component of interface
between fine aggregate and cement paste. On this basis,
influences of coarse aggregate-cement paste interface on
concrete property are generally studied only. That is to
say, the concrete is deemed as the composite material
that is formed in cement mortar by uniformly distributed
coarse aggregate [17-18]. The coarse aggregate is
non-continuous reinforced phase and cement paste is
continuous basis material phase (medium).

Figure 1 Diagram of recycled concrete aggregate parceled by
cement mortar

There are two important interfaces in recycled concrete:
first, interface between natural aggregate in recycled
aggregate and old cement mortar, as shown in Figure 1;
second, interface between recycled aggregate and new
mixed cement mortar, as shown in Figure 1. During cement
hydration and hardening process, there is not any chemical
reaction between cement and aggregate, but combination
between cement mortar and aggregate is physical. Besides,
according to micro-examination, during concrete mixing,
water film forms around coarse aggregate and high water
cement ratio results in relatively large crystallized product
around coarse aggregate interface, thus to form a more
porous structure than ordinary cement base phase or mortar.
Therefore, the interface between aggregate and cement
mortar in concrete is relatively weak and will easily
generate small crack and start destructive development
from interface joint part under stress. During crushing
process for waste concrete, the crash and damage will result
in small cracks inside recycled aggregate, while the
relatively weak interface between aggregate and mortar
tends to fall off easily. However, for interface 2, due to
coarse surface, the recycled aggregate will be covered by
waste dust and impurities, which has seriously influence
cementation between cement mortar and recycled
aggregate and finally resulted in loose interface.

3 Structural characteristics of recycled
concrete interface
Due to limited manufacturing technology and cost, the
recycled aggregate is generally complex containing
multiple structural defects. The old interface between
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Relatively dynamic modulus of elasticity

4 Analysis of frost resistance test for
recycled coarse aggregate concrete
4.1 Test principles and process
The rapid freezing-thawing method has been applied in this
test to measure mass loss rate and relatively dynamic
modulus of elasticity of the sample. Test process:
(1) Sample size: 100 mm x l00 mm x 400 mm; avoid
hydrophobic release agent, maintain to valid period of
standard and implement water curing 4 days in advance;
(2) Wipe the surface and dry, and record initial weight
and modulus of elasticity;
(3) Put the sample into sample box, ensure liquid level
5mm higher than the sample, and then conduct freezing and
thawing test.
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Type II recycled coarse aggregate, indicated by A; Quasi
type I recycled coarse aggregate, indicated by B; Type I
recycled coarse aggregate, indicated by C, and ordinary
concrete, indicated by NA. In the test, replacement rate for
recycled coarse aggregate is 50%.
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Please refer to Standard for Test Methods of Long-term
Performance and Durability of Concrete to measure mass
loss rate and relatively dynamic modulus of elasticity of the
sample. See Figure 2 for results. Where, the cement content
is taken as 350 kg/m3, 400 kg/m3 and 500 kg/m3
respectively.
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Figure 2 Diagram of test data about relatively dynamic modulus
of elasticity for recycled concrete with different concrete contents
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The influence and function mechanism of particle shaping
for recycled coarse aggregate have been analyzed and test
conclusions have been drawn as below:
(1) The frost resistance property is the worst and worse
than ordinary concrete for A recycled concrete,
approximate to ordinary concrete for B recycled concrete,
the best and better than ordinary concrete for C recycled
concrete. Compared with A recycled concrete, freezing and
thawing cycles of B and C recycled concrete have
increased 25 and 25 to 125 times respectively.
(2) As replacement rate of recycled coarse aggregate
increases, frost resistance property tends to decline for A
and B recycled concrete, but increase and then decline for
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冻融循环 次数
(a) Cement content 350 kg/m3
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C recycled concrete.

5 Conclusions
(1) Although reinforcement technology for recycled
aggregate has been largely developed and adherent mortar
on surface of recycled aggregate has been removed based
on above technologies to a large extent, the adherent mortar
has not been eliminated completely and the residual
adherent mortar on surface of recycled coarse aggregate
will increase multiple interfaces in recycled concrete,
which will seriously influence mechanical property and
durability of the recycled concrete. The recycled concrete is
a multi-phase complex in which random distribution of
multiple interfaces has increased difficulty in studying
interface structure and hindered study on damage
mechanism for property of recycled concrete.
(2) The frost resistance property of the recycled coarse
aggregate concrete is C >B >A. Therefore, particle shaping
can obviously improve the quality of the recycled coarse
aggregate and improve the durability of recycled concrete.
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